What Is a Fake Book?

One of the most useful possessions any musicians can have is a fake book. The concise, one-line music notation consisting of melody, lyrics and chord symbols acts as a “musical shorthand” that makes it possible to have hundreds of songs in just one book. As a reference guide to “fake” arrangements or for singing purposes, the fakebook is an invaluable resource for all musicians—hobbyists to professionals.
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Though she's just a cute pre-teen-er and her father's pride and mother's joy,
there will come a day they'll give Annette a-way to the world's luckiest boy!
Ask the birds and ask the bees and ask the stars above who's their favorite sweet bruisette.
You know, each one confesses: Annette! Annette! Annette!

ARABIAN NIGHTS
from Walt Disney's ALADDIN

Moderately bright
Narrator: Am

Oh, I come from a land, from a far-away place where the caravan camels roam. Where it's flat and immense and the heat is intense. It's barbaric, but hey, it's home. When the wind's from the east and the suar's from the west and the sand in the glass is right. Come on down, stop on by, hop a carpet and fly to another Arabian night. Arabian Nights

like Arabian days more often than not are hotter than hot in a lotta good ways. Arabian Nights 'neath Arabian moons,
a fool off his guard could fall and fall hard out there on the dunes.
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